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                      prides itself in having technology which exceeds expectation and the EveryDAY Linear HighBay 

is no exception. From its sleek formatted modular design using the latest Nichia light engine, a high efficiency 

Meanwell driver and an array of intelligent control functions its market leading in every aspect. In high activity 

warehousing, factory, distributions centres and wide area shopping complexes the EveryDAY Linear range has 

a product to suit. It’s the offer that maximises energy savings, ensures occupational safety and compliance 

whilst providing comfort and assurance across the broadest spectrum of applications.
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Characteris�cs

Linht Source

Thermal

Extrusion Aluminium

High transparency PC

IP65,IK08

120W
PF>0.95,

THD<15%

150W
PF>0.95,

THD<15%

180W
PF>0.95,

THD<15%

240W
PF>0.95,

THD<15%

220-240Vac 50/60Hz

17400 Lm 21750 Lm 26100 Lm 32000 Lm

5000K, CRI75, 55x135° Symmetric Beam Angle available.

Opera�ng Range -40°C to +50°C Humidity 15-95%(non-condensing)

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Models MH120L MH150L MH180L MH240L
BEAM
ANGLE

55x135 7 Year
Warranty

CRI
75

IP
65

240
VAC

PF
0.95

Installation Instructions 

* This product must be installed by a suitably licensed person in compliance with the requirements of 

    AS/NZS3000 (current edition) and other relevant Standards and Regulations

* Ensure relevant circuits are isolated before attempting installation. 

* Select mount location and ensure suitable AS/NZS approved surface socket is available for connection.

* Mount the luminaire in the desired location via either

   1.  Surface Mount: Affix angle mount brackets to either end of the Linear HighBay body with screws provided. 

       Note the brackets ±20°ajustment (image 1)

   2.  Suspension Mount: Affix mount hooks or similar to ceiling aligning with the ends of the Luminaire body 

       (see dimensional data above). Install mount wires through ceiling mount hook and affix wire fixing clamps 

       to recesses located at the corners of the luminaire body (image 2)

* Plug luminaire into surface socket ensuring you maintain desired IP rating and restrain any unwanted cable.

    note: If the external flexible cable or cord of this luminaire is damaged, it shall be exclusively replaced by 

    the manufacturer or their service agent or a similar qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

* Turn on the circuit and test for correct operation.  

•  Your Everyday Linear HighBay needs no care other than an occasional wipe down with a damp lint free cloth 

    to remove dust.

•  Do not use chemical cleaners as they can degrade plastic material and cause premature failure. �

•  Do not use water as it could damage components and create an electrical hazard.

Warranty �

The complete                    Warranty Statement is displayed on our website (emlight.com.au/warranty).Under 

circumstances detailed in our full warranty statement and those specified in consumer law,                    warr-

ants to repair or replace any light fixtures or drivers failing due to a faulty component or manufacturing defect 

within the following periods:

Residential use: 

Light fixture – 5 years.

Commercial use:

Light fixture – 5 years.

IMPORTANT  Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. 

You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other foreseeable 

loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of accep-

table quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. 

Care and Cleaning
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